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By Darleen Buttrick
The bride, groom and guests assembled; now this was a wedding party!

Running Races is Fun and Exciting! At least in my opinion…
Let me just start off by saying this: I don’t consider myself a “runner” by
definition. I was always athletic growing up – I swam competitively for many
years, ran cross country in high school, and was on the crew team in college – but
graduate school got the best of me. I started running five years ago to get back in
shape, but I quickly got bored. Running my first local 5k race is what convinced
me that running could be fun, not torture. I love to read the articles by John
Bingham “The Penguin” in Runners World because they often describe my feelings at a race. I’m one of those people who stands in the back of the pack before
a race, socializing, laughing, joking about how slow I’ll be that day, listing excuses
(long bike ride last weekend, getting over a cold, etc.), and perhaps talking some
smack (hey, even us slow folks compete with each other!).
I run races because I love the euphoric feeling after a race, the sense of accomplishment, the camaraderie. A few years back I began running the Tuesday
night races, and I was hooked. To me, SMAC members embody the spirit of running that I find so addictive. They encourage runners of all abilities, and that’s
why I joined the club last year.
If you asked me five years ago if I would run a 5k race I’d say “Heck No!
Why torture yourself like that!” It’s hard to explain (Continued on Page 14)
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From the Editor
If you notice a different flavor to this issue of The SUN, congratulations!
Your prize for this recognition, like the prizes most of you regularly rake in
during busy racing seasons, is “the sheer satisfaction” of having done so. You
figured it out, and you finished, or will shortly. This one’s a training, a family
issue, a rumination/contemplation issue. A “just hit the roads” issue. And,
for those of you subject to temptation (like me), a “nobody’s going to listen to
your excuses” issue. Serious business indeed.
But what could be more serious than Darleen Buttrick’s recap of her
wedding day? And, for that matter, what could be more fun? Her description of friends and family buying into her concept is wonderful, and you can
bet that everybody invited plans to keep track of the T-shirt they got from
that race! I’d also be remiss if I didn’t suggest that newlyweds Dan and Darleen have gotten off to a truly “good start.” (Nyuk! nyuk!)

It’s here folks! Send your
snail mails to this address!

That said, be alert for wild metaphors. What does it take to host a successful race? Well, to start with:
hard work, good planning, great advice, terrific volunteers, generous sponsors, and perfect weather. If you
want your race to be a fixture you need more, much more. The formula’s pretty complicated - if we knew
what it was, SMAC would be funded by franchise fees or licensing - but the ingredients are almost certainly
rare, expensive, difficult to handle, or a combination. Throw in some good luck and blend with excellent
timing, though, and success is all but guaranteed.
All but. This helps to explain why some races have “taken off,” while others are “stuck at the start,”
why some “fall off the map” and others can only manage to “run in place.” Take a few, or even just one of
those rare ingredients out of the mix and a race might just go nowhere, fast. Which would be OK if you
take a Darwinian view, but it would be wicked sad if you’re a human being.
If we’re talking evolution, this is a time of flux. The much-loved Sawmill River Run took a New Year’s
sabbatical this year, leaving a big mid-winter hole in many race calendars. Director Allen Ross realized
he’d had enough; he couldn’t find a successor to direct the event this year, but vowed it would return in
2009. Let’s hope so, because most races which take a year off die, period. Not the Sawmill, please!
Greenfield revived its mid-winter 4-mile race this
year with a good effort. While just one of the town’s
full Winter Carnival program, the race was supported
by the Chamber of Commerce, had good volunteers,
a clear and unobstructed course, good t-shirts - in
short, a lot of all the right things. But, despite good
components, it’s still fair to say that “some assembly
is required” if the Sleighbell is to become an established success. Will the race take place every year?
Are the powers that be committed to the event? We’ll
see, but with just 21 registrants, the jury may be out.
While it’s risky to speculate, I’ll do so cheerfully.
Why didn’t more people didn’t run the Sleighbell?
Whatever the causes, Bernardston’s Hallowe’en Hustle may have suffered from them too. Mid-October
is a good time to race, and 4.2 miles is an interesting
distance. The course is hard but not impossible, the
20th. was a beautiful day, and the town was hosting
its annual festival, so non-runners had plenty to do
there. The only other local race wasn’t that close, at
UMass. So why did only 23 runners complete the
event (eight from the Turners Fall High School CrossCountry team, running because Coach Hebert said
(Continued on Page 11)
they should)? Hmm.
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Madeleine Nagy
had a pretty
good run...

Leigh Schmitt checked his watch and took off; Dave Belcher (#182), Mike
Townsley (Center in hat), Derek Beard (all in black), Jason Collins (#190) and
Garth Shaynefelt (#173) among others could only chase him.

... as did Jeannie
LaPierre. But
why act surprised, Jeannie?

The Sleighbell Four-Miler: A Race Looking for Runners

By Ben Bensen
Just twenty-one finishers on a good day! Only
(Editor’s Note: I confess, I was one of the many
four years ago 67 ran here (although the race was
who didn’t run this race. No excuses will suffice
to eliminate my shame, and I vow to run in it next called something else). Rodney Furr had a comparable winning time that year (22:08), and although
year... if they have it.)
Bill Dixon ran a bit slower in ‘08, conditions seem to
have been much the same. It looks like both Mike
February 9 was about as ideal a day for winTownsley and Allen Ross have improved since then
ter racing as you could ask for around here. The
(each of them running almost two minutes faster
temperature was brisk but not brutal, the streets
were clear of now and traffic, and the sky was a dull this year than in 2004), so there’s clearly nothing
wrong with the course. Ladies and gentlemen, this
overcast which all but guaranteed a squint-free
ramble. The four mile course for this year’s Sleigh- is a race to consider; don’t let it get away!
bell started at Main Street, headed South and then
East, weaving in through the residences that are
tucked in beneath the Sachem’s Head area. Pretty
nice place to run, all in all. So where was everyone?
Some of SMAC’s regulars did show up, but
not many. Leigh Schmitt took off and smoked the
course impressively with a 22:15. He was happy
to be on his feet at all, as he’d been sharing the
grippe with his wife Lisa, son Forrest and monthold daughter Ingrid. Places 4-9 were a regular
SMAC-fest with Derek Beard (4th; 23:59), Michael
Townsely (5th; 24:15), Jason Collins (6th; 25:30);
Garth Shaynefelt (7th; 26:10), and Dave Belcher
(8th; 26:18). The official results list Madeleine Nagy
as 9th overall and first woman, but I know the guy
who finished in front of her, in 9th place. Either
way, 10th in 27:08 is a good time indeed, especially
as a speed workout (Hatfield’s Nagy is training for
Boston). SMAC’s other two finishers, both second in
their respective “divisions,” were Jeannie LaPierre
(2nd woman and 12th overall in 30:53) and Allen
Ross (14th in 32:53, behind Bill Dixon of Brattleboro, and who beats him?). By the way, though late,
Giving sage advice or just pointing the way? Allen Ross
the results are up on SMAC’s website:
http://www.sugarloafmac.org takes a corner mid-way through the Sleighbell Race.
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SMAC RUNNER PROFILES

“The Family Plan”
Member #1: Sue Belcher
TV: NBC’s Thursday sitcom line-up (“My
Age: 46
Name is Earl,” “30 Rock,” “The Office,” and
Town: Deerfield
“Scrubs”).
Job: Staff Assistant in the Math Department at
Hobbies (besides running, of course!):
Greenfield Community College
Reading and thinking about running
SMAC member since: ??
Favorite Spectator Sport: Olympic and World
Local running/SMAC “claim to fame”:
Championship track and field
None [yet]
Greatest Adventure:
Favorite Distance to Race/Run: 3 miles
Ongoing quest to summit all 46 4,000 foot
Favorite Place to Run: Northfield Mountain
peaks in NH with Sue and Sam
Favorite Vacation Destination: The ocean and Favorite Vacation Destination:
mountains
Acadia National Park
Achievement of which you are most proud
Achievement of which you are most proud
(running-related OR otherwise):
(running-related OR otherwise):
None. I’m not really a runner; I just jog once in
If a family can qualify as an achievement, then
a while.
family; otherwise, eighteen rewarding years as
What or who convinced you to join SMAC?
a teacher and coach.
My husband (No choice – family member)!
Not-so-Secret ambition: Break 3 hours in the
Favorite pre- or post-run food/drink?
marathon (PR is 3:03:27)
Fruit smoothies!
What or who convinced you to join SMAC?
Warm-up routine(s): A slow jog
It wasn’t those stylin’ mid-90s vintage singlets,
that’s for sure!
Member#2: Dave Belcher
Favorite pre- or postAge: 46
run food/drink?
Town: Deerfield
A Chocolate Chip
Job: Dean of Boarding,
Clif Bar and a Berry
history teacher, track
Gatorade Rain
and cross country coach
Warm-up routine(s):
at The Bement School
Get there early; 1 –
SMAC member since:
1.5 mi. warm-up,
The mid-90’s (?)
drills, then striders
Local running/SMAC
Music on the run
“claim to fame”:
(and, if so,
Nothing I have done as
what)?
a runner would qualify
Ethically opposed,
as “famous.”
although The RollFavorite Distance to
ing Stones’ “Never
Race/Run:
Make a Saint of
Run: 1 hour/ 7 – 8 mi.
Me” is my favorite
training run
pump-up song.
Race: Tie between
Secret tips or good
8K and marathon – an
advice? Three
event with which I have
essentials to one’s
a love/hate relationship
training plan, reFavorite Place to Run:
gardless of volume
Northfield Mountain
or intensity of your
Favorite Author/Book:
program:
John L. Parker Jr.’s
1.
Drills
Once a Runner and
2.
Striders
Again to Carthage.
3.
Stretching
Favorite Movie or TV
Note: Sue and I first got
Sam Belcher
show:
together during our
(Above);
Movie: Tie between
junior year at Bates
Dave Belcher
“Fletch” and “This is
College when we
(Right);
Sue Belcher
Spinal Tap” (Don’t
were on a three mile
(Hiding)
judge me!).
run together.
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Sugarloaf Youth Track League to Start May 27, 2008

By Sydney Henthorn,
Youth Track Coordinator
Our new youth coach is Heather Johnson.
Once again Jim Clayton will be offering a
youth track meet series for five Friday evenings Heather is the parent of two girls who have been
beginning on May 30 at the Smith College out- involved in the Sugarloaf Youth Track programs for
door Track. There will be eight teams this year the last few years. Her own background is as a track
and practices sessions offered in April, May and athlete in high school and college, holding records
June with our new SMAC youth coach Heather at both schools. She has completed 16 marathons
and is currently training for the Boston Marathon in
Johnson. Flyers will be mailed out this month
April, followed by the Avon Walk for Breast Cancer
and forms can be mailed back by May 9th to
in May. Heather has been a track and field coach
either the Northampton or Hadley Recreation
at two college-preparatory schools, as well as Head
departments. Remember to get your form in
early if you want to be sure to get on a particular coach of the Track & Field team at The Williston
Northampton School. Heather is looking forward to
team. Forms will also be available at the club
web site. Team assignment night is May 27, and coaching the Sugarloaf youth and to continuing to
will be run as a practice night to get your t-shirt, watch her own girls’ love of track and field develop.

meet your coach, and your new teammates.

Dates to Remember:
Team Assignment Night: May 27
Friday Night Meets: May 30, June 6, 		
13, 20, 27 (Awards night) beginning
		 at 5:15pm
Ages: Entering grade 2 to 9th
		 by September, 2008
Fees: 1 child/$35, 2/$55,
			
3 or more/$75
Information: henthornse@aol.com
		 or: jclayton63@aol.com

Youth practices will begin on April 8th and
will be run on Tuesday and Friday nights at
Smith from 5:00 to 6:30pm. You will need to be
a member of SMAC in order to participate in the
practice program. Youth memberships are $10
and $20 for a family. We are hoping to start a
youth racing team this year, traveling to the Bay
State Games and Junior Olympics. If you have
questions call Heather at 527-5856 or e-mail
her: hjohnson@williston.com
Parents are encouraged to volunteer with
coaching at the practices.

Some Fairly Short “Shorts”

Er... Ahem! Due to “circumstances beyond my
control (one of which is the inability to discern between
a bad case of negligence and terminal ignorance),”
the “Shorts” which follow are shorter than usual. But
maybe that’s how it ought to be....

ing anywhere. Hope you don’t mind looking up results
yourself. An interesting thing about this event is the
number of teams, clubs and schools people compete for,
but only in the HCR! More power to ‘em!...

Now, SMAC Treasurer Dave Martula is the last person who’d toot his own horn, so Bill Wells did so for him
in the March 13 Union. Dave’s raced five furious months
of marathons and is concentrating on this distance. In
October he ran a 3:28 in Hartford, finishing 2nd. in the
60-64 bracket, and a month later November at the Stone
Cat Trail Marathon in Ipswich he ran a 4:29:42 to place
first in his age group. In December he ran in the Las
Vegas Marathon, finishing third in his age group with
a 3:23:27, and in January at P.F. Chang’s Rock ‘N Roll
Lucky for all of you who who ran in this year’s Hot Marathon-Arizona Marathon took second for his group
Chocolate Run, those results are posted, and not goin 3:23:04. Most recently he ran a 3:19:34 on March 1 at
the Snickers Energy Bar Marathon at Albany, Ga., finishEditor’s Note:
ing first in his 60-64 group and 46th overall in a field
of 371 runners. How long are you going to go at this,
Is this a typical family or what? Sam has
Dave?...
sort of agreed to do a profile, but he was out of
Interesting wrinkle about the Hadley Lions’ Club/
Dan Barry 5-miler of November 4: Rich Larsen was
involved in the second directions snafu of the last three
years. Though battling for first, he was nearly sent after
the pack at the crossroads. A spotter yelled, “Go left!,”
but Rich called “We’re finishing!” “Oh, go right then!”
They did. Did Rich win? Can you find the results? I
can’t, but I’ll welcome any volunteers....

the country at publication time - that’s an excuse?
Sue didn’t really want to have her picture taken,
and none think that their training is “where it
should be.” And where is that?
At a longer distance or a faster time!
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At Monson’s Memorial Classic 5K on November 11,
Peter Gagarin finished 10th overall and first in the 6069 group with a 20:45. Don Grant was 65th in 28:58;
93 finished. In the concurrent Half-Marathon Jim Plaza
was 53rd overall and 7th
(Continued on Page 10)
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The 34th D. H. Jones Town & Country 10-Miler:
And Earlier Start, But the Same Great Race
New England Runner
featured this year’s 10-Miler
as its Spring issue’s “Fast
Lane Event,” and a great
event it was! The competition was as stiff as ever, and
though only one record went
down, its fall was a major bit
of destruction. Bill Dixon of
Brattleboro took six minutes
- that’s minutes - off the 6069 men’s mark, finishing in
1:02:05, along the way humbling any number of wannabes half his age. Dixon finished 24th overall, and don’t
try to put this accomplishment into perspective; it’s not
realistic, even if it happened.

By Ben Bensen

Runners take the first big turn of the day, and yes, that’s Chuck Adams in the

Looking ahead to April
middle, wearing bib #2. He clearly signed up in advance!
and the Marathon, Greater
In the women’s race, Danbury, CT’s Claudia
Boston Track Club’s Tom Derderian came back to
Amherst with a stable of his best male runners (and Camargo ran hard after Nancy Conz’s 1986 record
some choice opinions about his women’s team, who of 57:05 but came up three minutes short, finishing
in 1:00:14 (17th overall), much impressed. As the
skipped this race to run in Hyannis - Bah!). The
top two, Kibrom Temelso and David Bedoya pushed women’s mark is considered the record more likely
to fall (Bob Hodge’s time of 48:57 seems unassaileach other before Temelso edged ahead to win by
able, and gets more so every year), Camargo’s secten seconds in 54:16. Drew Best of Northampond miss in as many tries came without shame; she
ton (running for CMS) was third in 54:40, having
overtaken the BAA’s Jared Markowitz, who finished was planning to race the Los Angeles Marathon in
a week. Second woman was Shauneen Garrahan of
fourth in 54:55. Williamstown’s impressive Kent
Hadley (27th overall; 1:02:44), and third was Laura
Lemme (running for GSH) was first in the 40-49
bracket and fifth overall with a time of 55:53. First Hutchinson of Holyoke (32nd; 1:04:37).
in for SMAC was Leigh Schmitt, plenty satisfied with
Race Director Barry Auskern had made a spe14th place and 58:43.
cial push to involve more teams in this year’s event,
but - like the last couple of miles of the course itself - accomplishing this looks like it will be a slow,
uphill grind. GBTC had a solid total for their first
five runners of 4:49:34, nearly eleven minutes ahead
of GSH (5:00:29). EORC (5:35:00) and GMAA
(5:44:53) were third and fourth, and SMAC was
probably fifth. Probably? Well, read on. For their
efforts, GBTC’s team went home with some excellent
gym bags courtesy of new sponsor, Mizuno.

By the half-way mark Temelso had the lead, although
Bedoya and Best were still close on his heels. Temelso
stretched his lead to ten seconds for the victory.
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Accurate team registration has been a “wrinkle
in the system” for a while now, a small but potentially arguable concern, though happily not this year.
No question that GBTC had the strongest team on
the 24th., but their recorded total should have been
lower, around 4:43. Unfortunately, Temelso wasn’t
listed in his team’s total. Similarly, Leigh Schmitt
wasn’t recorded as a member of SMAC’s team. Had
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Coming down the stretch, the top five SMAC finishers were (from left) Leigh Schmitt, Derek Postema, Michael
Hoberman, Sri Bodkhe and Phil Bricker. Sri was just ahead of GBTC’s Tom Derderian.

he been so, with an aggregate time nearly fourteen
minutes lower than its official 5:51:53, we would
have wound up in fourth rather than fifth place.
This is not to take away from the excellent showings
of Derek Postema (41st; 1:06:40), Michael Hoberman (52nd; 1:09:01), Sri Bodkhe (61st; 1:11:20),
Phil Bricker (65th; 1:12:13) and Ned James (69th;
1:12:39), but - sorry guys - we were still out of the
running for those gym bags. Seriously, though,
figuring how to properly register everyone, both
pre- and post-entrants, is a matter Auskern wants to
address for the 2009 event. But there weren’t many
other glitches; a little congestion at the finish area,
more pizza than was consumed, cold water; details.
But Auskern plans to deal with them. All of ‘em!

One of the many high points of the day was
having course record-holder Bob Hodge on hand,
runninmg visibly but almost incognito. He finished 74th in 1:13:06, but somehow managed to be
listed as “Unknown.” Bob Hodge? Unknown? Not
around here he isn’t!
Yes indeed, there were a bunch of SMAC finishers in this, the club’s flagship race. In 72nd place,
second in her 30-39 bracket, Justine Johnson ran
an excellent 1:12:58. Ben Thompson (76th; 1:13:14)
and Mike McCusker (79th; 1:13:22) were followed by
Ron Berger (99th; 1:15:24), Dave Perlmutter (101st;
1:15:34), Bob Prentiss (105th; 1:16:07), Jim Plaza
(111th; 1:16:34), Tom Davidson (120th; 1:17:51) and
Chuck Adams (124th; 1:18:21). Also: Peter Gagarin
(127th; 1:18:32), James Farrick (130th; 1:18:49);
John Buonacorsi (133rd; 1:19.40), Harry Masterton (144th; 1:20:31), Matt Yanko (199th; 1:27:19),
Patricia Mahar (232nd; 1:30:56), Paul Peele (271st;
1:37:40), Cathy Coutu (274th; 1:38:29) and Don
Grant (305th; 1:49:12). Not to mention all the other
people already mentioned!
All told, 312 finished the race, from Milsark to
70 year-old Tony Lucia of Agawam. Notable among
the pace-setters of various age groups was SMAC’s
own 9 year-old Rory Milsark of Northampton, possibly the youngest runner ever to finish this race
and the overall leader in the 1-15 year-old bracket
(266th; 1:35:26). Florence’s Annie Ryanwas the first
50-59 year-old woman (175th; 1:23:48).

Paced by his mother, Jean Henneberry
(267th; 1:35:27)
Rory Milsark heads to the finish.
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(Editor’s note: I’ll guarantee that too many
members places and finish times were overlooked
in compiling this article. Please accept my apologies, list your club on every entry form, and let me
know. Also, if you have a sure-fire cross-checkmethod, that’s something this staff needs!
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Going to Jackson (the 101st. Jackson Day Road Race, that is):
A Trip the The Crescent City’s Most Unique Running Event

By Nate Kraft
My recent trip to New Orleans was not schedMy sister and I got up on Sunday, January 6
uled around a road race, but it ended up becoming
and ran from our hotel on Bourbon Street to Jackone of the more memorable parts of my weekend
son Square where the busses would take us to the
there. The first week of January I went down to
starting line. Because we were unsure as to how
Louisiana for the college football national chamlong we would have to wait for the bus, and since we
pionship game. Yes, I am an Ohio State fan. Yes,
still needed to register, we arrived at the bus pickup
this is the second year in a row I saw them lose the
spot more than an hour before the race began. The
national championship. Yes, if they make it to the
bus ride out to the Old Spanish Fort took us out of
championship game again next year I would love to the French Quarter and through the areas that most
go. However, I don’t want to talk about the game. A tourists to the Crescent City do not see. These parts
couple of days before leaving Massachusetts, I disof New Orleans have not yet recovered from Hurcovered a road race would be held on Sunday while I ricane Katrina. We drove by houses that were long
was in New Orleans. I called my sister, Caitlyn, who since abandoned. Schools were shuttered due to
would also be making the trip and we decided to run damage and lack of young residents to fill the classthe 101st Jackson Day Race.
rooms. As we neared the starting line, we drove by
a golf course completely overgrown. With rebuildBeginning in 1907, the Jackson Day Race
ing still occurring throughout the region, we were
is the 5th oldest road race in the country and the
thanked numerous times for coming down to the
oldest in the South. The 9km (5.6 mile) distance
city and visiting.
is quite unique to road races as most organizers
will make the course the more popular 10km disBy the time the bus dropped us off and we regtance. With an interest in history, I looked in to
istered, we still had about an hour to kill before racthe background of the race and the distance. The
ing. Caitlyn and I looked at the course map (which
New Orleans Track Club (NOTC) organized the
didn’t help us much) and then walked around the
race and had great information about the history on park. The volunteers and other runners were very
its website. During the War of 1812 (actually after
friendly to us as they somehow recognized that we
the treaty ending the war had been signed), British
were not from Louisiana. Of course, by wearing
troops had landed in nearby Chalmette and were
Ohio State colors to the race it probably gave me
prepared to advance on New Orleans. General An- away as a Northerner. After a warm-up and stretch,
drew Jackson got word to two battalions of soldiers it was finally time for the race to begin.
that were in the northern part of the city guarding
the Old Spanish Fort. These troops recognized the
I approached the Jackson Day Race more as a
urgency and ran to join Jackson in the French Quar- tempo run than an all-out race. I hadn’t done any
ter to prepare for battle. The Battle of New Orleans speed work heading into the race and wanted to see
was won by the Americans on January 8, 1815, no
where my fitness was. After weaving through the
doubt because of the aid of the troops that ran from start I tried to settle in with a group that I thought
their previous position. The Jackson Day Race fol- would run a reasonable pace. However, this pack
lows the route that these soldiers took from the Old had gone out too hard and began to slow. One thing
Spanish Fort to the French Quarter, ending at Jack- I had noticed on the drive out was that the course
son Square.
was completely flat, which was quite a change from
running in Massachusetts. After 2 miles, we came
That explains the unusual 9k distance. Nor- upon the only hill on the course - an overpass. As I
mally, at the end of the race a party is held complete ran both up and down the hill hard, I dropped one
with bands and refreshments. However, because of pack and passed another group. Caitlyn said she
the football game, the NOTC was unable to hold it
was able to do the same thing when she ran the hill.
in the French Quarter. Instead, they were offering
buses back out to the start for the post-race party.
As we worked our way back towards the French
Apparently, there had been some discussion as to
Quarter, I found myself running alone most of the
changing the course to finish at the Old Spanish
time. This was not what I had wanted, making it
Fort where the after race festivities would be held.
harder to keep my pace. Remembering advice I
However, as the race director said prior to the gun
had given my cross country athletes, I continuously
going off, “if I switched the direction of the race,
worked up to another runner to try and run with
it wouldn’t follow the route that had been run 100
them. However, they would fall off the pace once I
times before.”
would start matching their pace. It was interesting
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Facing 26.2 Miles: A Newcomer’s Perspective

By Justine Johnson
Somewhere in the middle of the Jones Town & my running again. I needed a goal -- so why not
Country 10-miler - perhaps it was mid-skid over the this?
icy, muddy, yet beautiful road along the reservoir - I
had a revelation: I can run a marathon. I can finish
So, after discussing it with my family (the kids
26.2 miles. I can. Indeed, this was a good revelawere particularly convincing), I filled out my registion to have, and no better time to have it, given that tration form, wrote out a check (no small fee!), put
I had already registered to run Boston 2008, thanks the envelope in the mail, and got to work on a trainentirely to SMAC and its marathon lottery.
ing plan. I decided to loosely follow Hal Higdon’s
Boston Bound Training Program, which I found on
Back in December, my partner, Steve, and I
the Internet. Higdon’s plan assumes a high level of
entered the SMAC lottery not exactly on a whim,
fitness, as it’s designed specifically for those runbut with some hesitation. The last long(ish) race
ners “talented or dedicated enough” to have qualiwe semi-trained for was a 9-miler on Thanksgiving fied. I decided to fake it (pretend I’d qualified) and
in my Pennsylvania hometown; turns out we didn’t follow the plan, anyway. So far, so good -- with a
train enough. The longest distance either of us has few tweaks here and there, the plan is working out.
ever raced was the Philadelphia Half-Marathon
Having run cross-country and track for a small col- but that was a decade ago. Were we ready for a
lege with a then-strong Division III women’s runmarathon? Would we even want to do it? Maybe,
ning program (Moravian College, Bethlehem, PA),
maybe not - but we figured we could sort through
I’m no stranger to rigorous training. But, twelve
these questions if we actually won the club’s lottery. years have passed since graduation, I’ve given birth
We probably wouldn’t win, anyway; we rarely win
to two children (an experience not unlike distance
anything.
running in many ways), and my relationship with
running has been rocky and sporadic-- some years
I won. (Steve didn’t.) Okay. Now what?
on, other years very much off. Mostly I’ve been a
fair-weather runner (Really, who among us doesn’t
I understand that for some people, running a
love a 4-mile jaunt on a glorious October day?). In
marathon is a lifelong goal. Although I’ve been a
recent weeks, however, I’ve grimaced while recalling
long-distance runner for more than half my life, I
anew what it’s like to slog through slushy puddles
have never felt a burning desire to travel 26.2 miles and gingerly slide over ice-coated sidewalks. I sure
on foot. I don’t believe it will make me whole, or
did pick a doozy of a winter to start training again.
convince me I can do anything I put my mind to, or
any of that motivational stuff you read in books by
Back in the day, I worked and trained with
John “The Penguin” Bingham and the like. Don’t
people whose primary running goal was to qualify
get me wrong: I like The Penguin, and I think this is for the prestigious Boston Marathon. Perhaps this
a terrific attitude for many people to adopt - it’s just is why I feel a bit guilty about not having qualified not mine. And yet, I needed something to kickstart
I just stuck my name in a hat and got lucky (though
it’s an odd sort of luck to most folks). To ease my
(Jackson, contd. from page 8) to run a race conscience, I’ve set a personal goal to match the
with very few spectators. Three of the loudest were qualifying time for my age group: 3 hours 40 mina mother and her two kids once we entered the
utes. This means an 8:24 pace. Over 10 miles, no
French Quarter shouting “Go! Go! Go!” I was able
big deal to me (I averaged 7:15 at the Jones race).
to finish the race strong, holding my goal pace to fin- Over 26 miles? We shall see. After Sunday long
ish 36th. Caitlyn was 27th in the female division.
runs, my bones ache and my muscles cramp; at 33
years old, my body is declaring it’s not as young as
After the race, one of the spectators told me
it used to be. But, all in all, I’m doing okay. I owe a
that I “wasn’t supposed to come down here and beat heap of thanks to Steve, who for some unknown reaall these locals.” While it was nice to run well, the
son (my best guess is love) has accompanied me on
experience of running a historic race in a different
most of my long runs, even though he has no racing
part of the country was even better. If Ohio State
plans in the foreseeable future.
makes it back to the championship game in 2009,
I hope I can find a race in Miami that is nearly as
Speaking of the future (yes, I’ve dared to conenjoyable and welcoming as the Jackson Day Race
sider the other side of April 21!), I’m discovering
was this year.
with delight that 8 miles does not seem like much
anymore - what a feeling! Apparently all this run*Historical information from
ning has gotten me into shape--not the best shape of
the New Orleans Track Club (runnotc.org) and
my life, mind you, but (Continued on Page 11)
the National Park Service (nps.gov).
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WHAT IS A WOMAN TO WEAR WHEN IT’S COLD OUT?

By Susan Russo
It’s freezing cold out and I just don’t know what lem comes in. I tend to buy my tops based upon
sale price. This usually translates into all the colors
to wear.
nobody else liked. Sometimes when the price is
What shoes to wear isn’t a problem. I just have right but the color isn’t, I just shutter, close my eyes,
one pair at the moment. Actually, I have 3 or 4 pairs hand over the credit card and buy in bulk. Other
times when the left-over colors are just too wrong, I
in the closet but they are all in various stages of
shutter, shut my eyes, hand over the credit card, and
“worn out” so I’m down to the least worn pair.
buy one really great top – just one and not too often.
Socks aren’t much of a problem either. It’s cold Since bulk is my preferred method, my wardrobe is
out and my shoes have ventilated uppers so I think somewhat eclectic, interesting, and vivid. Others
I’ll go with the thick socks. That narrows it down to just think butt ugly.
the ones with the Canadian maple leaf on them or
Today I think I’ll wear my least worn formerly
the Ultimax Ironman Triathlons – the ones with the
white Nikes, black pants, and a layer of neon pink
thick toes and heels. Well since I don’t feel much
like an Ironman today, but I did have fun in Quebec, over another layer of some shade of orangey-yellow
with a kind of sunflower pattern. Somewhere unCanada it is.
derneath all those layers, I have a purple sports bra.
My orange one is in the hamper. Topping them off,
Shorts or pants? That also isn’t much of a
problem. It’s cold out, below 45 degrees so pants it I have a baby blue wind vest and a gray headband. I
is. But which pair? One pair is in the hamper so it’s usually don’t bother with gloves because one of the
left with a choice between basic black or basic black tops invariably has sleeves that are too long – one
of those sale item issues. I just dangle them down
with reflective piping down the legs. The waist fits
better on the basic black and since it’s post holidays below my finger tips.
and I’ve over indulged a bit, basic black it is.
So, if today, tomorrow, the next day, you see a
bright rainbow running past, be sure to wave. It just
Now for tops. Since it’s cold out, I’m going to
might be me.
have to do some layering. This is where the prob(“Shorts,” Continued
in from Page 5) in the
50-59 group (1:38:05), while Morris Lanier was 80th
(1:44:47) and 14th in the same bracket. Erika Heilig
finished 174th in 2:06:24, 21st for 30-39, while Dawn
Striker was a place behind and 20th for 40-49 in the
same time, out of 215 finishers.

5th (2nd M 40-49; 38:30.0) and Phil Bricker 23rd (4th
M 50-59; 44:26). Felicia Cordero was 37th (1 F 0-19;
47:27.0), and the Deans: Mark (81st; 56:36), Bill (87th;
58:38) and Ed (101st; 1:01:20) made an awesome familial bloc. Wrapping everything up was Bruce Kurtz,
SMAC’s 71 year-old Energizer Bunny in 1:41:32.

Who among you didn’t run the Talking Turkey
on November 24th? Erik Nedeau (2nd; 30:14), Chris
Dickerson (21st; 33:41, Ross Krause (24th; 33:55), Rick
Scott (64th; 38:53) and Barry Auskern (75th; 39:21) all
did. So did Jeff Folts (85th; 39:44), Jim Plaza (106th;
40:51) and Ashley Krause, first of 117 in her 30-39 bracket (41:23). Morris Lanier (183rd; 43:16), James Farrick
(223rd; 44:18), Chuck Adams (235th; 44:31), Bill Russell (341st; 46:47), Julia Stifler (472nd; 49:44), Lynelle
Russell (480th; 49:54), John Stifler (487th; 50:05) and
Cathy Coutu (655th; 53:23) all ran too. Finishing ahead
of some 400 runners was Rory Milsark (658th; 53:27)
and his mom, Jean Henneberry (659th; 53:28). 1065
finished this holiday classic.

December 29’s Snowstorm Classic 5K saw 17 yearold Felicia Cordeiro first again in the F 0-19 bracket
(21:32). Bill Dean (85th and 3rd M 60-69; 26:24) ran
well, and Bruce Kurtz (142nd and 2 M 70-99; 59:12)
made a strong showing.

Kathy Furlani (51st; 40:46), Deb Shilling (63rd;
43:53) and Bob Shilling (66th; 44:51) were among the
75 finishers of the December 9th Longmeadow Hanukkah 5 Mile Road Race. And Bob Prentiss was 40th out
of 362 finishers at December 11th’s Bright NBights 5k in
Springfield.
It was a good year for the Snowstorm Classics,
I’m told: December 22’s 10k saw Matt Sheremeta run
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March 1st’s 5k WAMDA Race in Northampton
witnessed a couple of SMAC runners loosening the rust
and getting back into the mix. Of the 88 runners who
finished, James Farrick (13th and 1st M 40-49; 22:38),
John Lutz (47th and 4 M 40-49; 24:47), Cathy Coutu (42nd and 4th F 50-59; 27:23) and Don Grant (56th
and 3rd M 60-99; 29:20) deserve some kind of credit for
getting out on a blustery March day.

Quote for the Issue:
“It is not difficult to have the will to win.
It is very difficult to have the will to train.”
Attributed to Juma Ikangaa
Kenyan marathon runner
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The SMAC Running Song
By Sue Grant
(Tune: “In the Sweet Bye & Bye”)

There’s a sport that we all love the best
And we’ve made it a part of each day,
In our shorts or in tights and a vest.
When we’re home or we’re far, far away.
(Chorus): On the run, in the sun,
In the wind or the snow or the hail,
We will go on our run
On the road or the track or the trail.
Some may call it addiction or cult,
But it helps keep us happy and sane,
It is open to child or adult,
We can run in the sun or in rain.
(Chorus)
We see many a sight while we’re out
Underneath that great dome of blue sky,
Like a car steered by some careless lout,
Or an eagle that’s soaring up high.
(Chorus)
We can race a five K or a ten,
Run an ultra, up hill and down dale,
As we tug on our shoes once again,
Though the air may be cold, we won’t quail.
(Chorus)
©2007, Sue Grant - 24 Trumbull Road,
Northampton, Mass. 01060

The SUN
(Editorial, continued from Page 2) Why indeed? If those races’ backers were disappointed, it’s
hard to blame them. Frankly, it’s partly our fault.
If you want races to run in, folks, you have to support the ones that appear. By entering them! On
the other hand, neither race was promoted the way
the first Hatfield Harvest 5k was. The hundred-plus
runners who ran that one responded to effective
advertising, not to mention good conditions, a fast
course, and the promise of good prizes. Meanwhile,
in its 9th running, Sunderland’s Buttonball Classic
saw just eighteen finishers.
Promotion’s probably the biggest key to races’
success, and points directly at leadership. Is the
race director doing everything possible? Is he or she
an evangelist, or just a willing manager? You can
put everything into place, or you can put it all together. What’s the secret? Is there a secret?
Again, if we knew, we’d sell it. I’ve witnessed
much of the thinking and some of the work that goes
into putting on SMAC’s flagship race, the DH Jones
Town & Country 10-Miler (and there’s a lot!), but
for all the people involved (including one current
and two former race directors), history, features,
planning, attention to detail and whatever, this race
draws less than 400 competitors these days. Fierce
competitors, all; proud, strong, fast, and willing
to race hard in February no less, but 312 was our
total this year. And that spelled success! It’s a truly
great race; people come from far and wide to do the
Jones. Why? Because a lot of people pay attention
to the details: what works, what doesn’t; what used
to but doesn’t anymore, what might if we tweaked
it... there is no formula. It’s a lot of work.
Look at Northampton’s Hot Chocolate Run. I
know nothing about its organization (though I admire its success), but to get 1123 registered runners
and 1071 walkers out on the roads in December is
truly a feat of promotion. Rock-solid support (from
the Mayor, no less), a great charitable cause (Safe
Passage), terrific advertising, and downtown visibility are all factors, but the race itself is well-planned,
-organized, -officiated... it’s just well-run. That’s the
bottom line.

(Marathon, Contd. from Page 11) decent. Regardless of how fast (or slow) I run from from Hopkinton to Copley Square, I will have Boston 2008 and SMAC - to thank for my newly recovered fitness.
So, while I don’t have “marathon fever,” and I’m not
going to be a serial marathoner anytime soon, I am
finding my race pace and my racing spirit again, and
it feels good. After Boston, I am looking forward to
reducing my mileage but this time not quitting my
This editorial wasn’t written to provide antraining. Perhaps I’ll find some 5Ks and 10Ks to
swers,
but to promote consideration. We’ve got
keep me motivated this summer and fall. But, first
good
races,
and each of them different in subtle but
things first: Boston, here I come!
appreciable ways. If there’s one quality the best
share, it’s good leadership. Success comes from
(Editor’s Note: She’ll find 5ks and 10ks around
here for sure! Justine wants to do a follow-up piece good training, good practice, listening to good adabout the Marathon and afterwords, based on oth- vice, good strategy... a lot of the things that go into
being a successful runner. Anyone can do it; not
ers’ experiences as well as her own. If you’re running Boston, please contact us: <sugarloafsun@ many do. There may be room for more good races
in this area, but if we’re going to enjoy any, we need
gmail.com> and we’ll connect you with Justine!
more good race directors.
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SMAC Reviewer Takes on Movies: “Running on the Sun”
and “Racing Against The Clock”
By Jeannie LaPierre
Let’s face it; most of us will never experience
not addressed.
the type of physical and mental ordeal that is the
Badwater 135. Filmed in July of 1999 and released
The music is a bit corny and Ann Trason and
in 2003, the movie reveals what it takes to trek 135 Scott Jurek make only brief appearances. Filming
miles across the Mohave Desert to the Mt. Whitney a trail race involves logistical planning and without
portage for a mere belt buckle. That’s only if you do more cameras, we learn little about the actual comit under the 60-hour time limit.
petition between runners; it’s not unusual to find
oneself alone in the woods, searching for that pink
The runners endure the extreme weather of the surveyors tape while remembering to stay vigilant
desert while also coping with diarrhea, intestinal up- about footing. Look up, look down, keep going.
set, dehydration, many blisters, fatigue beyond what
they have ever experienced, injury and chafing. The
Bonus material is all about duct tape, weighevolution of the process begins with back-stories;
ins, input, output, and the dedicated crews who
the guy dressed in a plastic suit with his treadmill
manage their runners sojourn. Though not as
positioned in front of a warm air duct blowing from graphic as Racing on the Sun, it provides a sense of
his dryer is a vivid image. Brief bio’s of several run- the terrain.
ners provide perspective on the perpetual question
of “why”. The crew plays an integral if not vital role
Finally, my favorite pick for pure inspiration is
in the journey. At first they deliver the usual fueling Racing Against the Clock, 2004. This unsentimental
and hydration but as the event progresses, they as- portrayal of the aging athlete is professionally prosume the medical and mental care of their running
duced. It features women aged 50-82 as they compatients. A female runner arrives with no crew and
pete in National and Olympic World Track & Field
we learn the meaning of sportsmanship when her
Championships. White haired grannies toss the
new crew takes over.
shot put, throw the hammer, pole vault, and sprint.
This movie includes ample background stories on
What drives runners to test their physical and
several of the participants including the resurrection
mental limits? This insightful video delivers the guts of Pat Peterson after a stem cell transplant and the
and glory, the depression and exaltation, the heart
sprinting power of bodybuilding champ Jacqueline
and soul of all involved.
Board. If you’ve ever experienced that washed up,
feeling old attitude, inject yourself with inspiration.
A Race for the Soul, 2001, portrays the Western States 100 trail race. Production values are
In their street clothes, touring the sites of
mediocre. While Running on the Sun captures the
Puerto Rico, one would never guess they are world
whole event, trail footage is sparse here. It seems to champs. They women pursue their goals with the
be a video produced on a budget as the trail footsame passion as any true athlete. Why would a
age is scant. The producer may have also been the
woman that age want to make a fool of herself, ask
videographer as he is heard speaking to the runners some. They disprove this shallow assessment with
during their downtime at the aid stations. With a
their athleticism and effort. The competitive spirit
camera aimed at them, most of the runners offered is universal and ageless. It engenders self-esteem in
optimistic commentary about the fun, the joy, the
women from an era that expected little more than
beauty of it all. After my first trail race, I sure wasn’t performing the duties of homemaker and mother.
a happy camper. Classify me as a cranky old lady
Gifted physically and spiritually, these athletes show
with a hamstring injury. I know these racers are de- us the meaning of competition at any age. As Jactermined and focused, (race entry is by lottery after queline Board says, “When I run by myself, I have
having run a qualifying time at another 100 miler), the chance to go inside and look at myself and see
but we aren’t treated to the grumblers or maybe they how beautiful I am inside.”
didn’t feel like sharing. Suffering is a component of
such events. To understand why anyone would conWe ordered both Running on the Sun and Ractinue despite pain is the underlying question that is ing Against The Clock from Netflix.

DON’T FORGET! - DO REMEMBER!
SMAC’s Movie Night & Ice Cream Social
“St. Ralph”
Thursday, April 17 - 7:00pm - at Howard Johnson’s in Hadley!
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Tuesday Nights Are Coming! Tuesday Nights Are Coming!
Tuesday nights in Northampton, that is, and
with Springtime comes the 22nd. season of evening
cross-country races hosted by the Grants. Here are
examples of the mongo prizes to be won: NoHo Racebucks issued to Bob Romer and Bruce Kurtz.

You have to see - or win! - one of these beauties
to appreciate their artistry and wit. Plus, they’re
in color! Get a better look at them, along with their
descriptive text, at
http://www.sugarloafmac.org

The Northampton Cross Country 5K Race
By Oonagh C. Doherty

On Tuesday nights they hang bright flagged ropes
Through parking lot and down the graveled hill,
which close the rutted parking lot to cars.
past banks of tumbling rose shrubs, past the wood,
Runners stretch calves and thighs,
the racers’ line thins out the leaders will
warm with rhythmic lope
and strength drives far ahead, my body never could
day stiffened muscles; starting time’s not far.
match their pounding speed, I feel I should
The serious runners frown, they aim to raise the bar,
just scale the grave-filled hill without a rest.
set new records, win. The others smile,
I eye the long grass longingly - if I just could
nod to old friends, their most compelling hope
fling my tired body on the green! My chest
to finish with an improved time. And while
burns from hot air and heavy rose scent at the crest.
we wait, the children eye the cookies piled
Now worst is past, the water station’s near
on picnic table: the runners’ post race treat.
Red braided April pours the cooling cupfuls here.
In several ways that finish is so sweet.
Down graveled hill again - keep to the right,
I look behind me, past the grass and trees
The river gleams through green trees by the way,
to garden plots, earth squares of brilliant flowers
I jog alone all others lost to sight,
various as a crowd of human faces, these,
My breath rasps rhythmic as I mark the clay
where gardeners dig, and weed, pass summer hours,
with sneaker tread. I long to stop, to stay,
plant vines to twine blue glory round twig towers.
let my body cool, examine flowers,
Fruits redden there, herbs scent the water splash
smile as swallows dart in stitching play,
by Langstrom hives emitting restless bees.
above com fields, this their sipping hour
Crowding, the runners murmur too, incipient power
for air and insects. And now no power
enclosed in varied bodies, ready for the dash
on earth can force me on. The shaded lane
when once the word is said their legs will flash
runs uphill, I stop, I breath, then run again.
past flickering. The seconds seem so slow
while poised we wait to hear Don calling “Go!”
The Northampton 5K race, each Tuesday night,
the seasons wheel, and still we meet and run.
Spring mud, June heat, Fall’s mists and waning light
through all stream mnners, ages five to eighty one,
joined in rhythmic flicker at the start, in ache, in fun,
or misery, or victory, a varied fleeting whole,
while April’s clever fiddle sings us on.
The fastest finish, Sue marks time, a change of role
for those olympians, they smile towards the knoll,
the rise where later runners will appear:
for each of us a time, for each a cheer.
(Note: Oonah wrote this poem to thank Don, Sue and April for their great gift to the
Northampton and local running communities.)
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(Contd. from Page 1) to a non-running friend
that running a 5k race is fun. I remember countless
times when my friend Amy, now a fellow runner
and cross country coach, would try to get me to join
her at a 5k race, and the countless times I turned
her down. That must have been frustrating. We all
know that the only way to be convinced that a 5k
race can be fun is by experiencing it yourself. Many
of my family members playfully referred to me as
“the crazy one who runs races” – they just didn’t
understand why I would think that it’s “fun”.

Rumors began swirling that Dan’s brother was
training for the race – with the sole intention to beat
him! He even did an 8 mile training run! Another
friend’s husband began training on a treadmill after
work. Others trained just to be able to finish. For
many, including my friend’s husband, it was their
first 5k.
The morning of the race there was excitement
in the air. I handed out the race shirts (designed
and printed by Mantis Graphics in Easthampton
– they were a huge hit!) as Amy signed up the participants. All together we had 43 people attend
– 18 walkers, 20 runners, and 4 volunteers! For a
wedding of 130 we were really impressed! Shortly
before the 9am start time, Amy gave a pre-race
briefing, and at 9am, in true Tuesday night fashion,
Dan and I shouted “Go!”, and the race was off!
The race started at a park in Arlington, MA
located two miles from the church that we would be
married at later that evening. The walkers started
out immediately on the Minute Man bike path
towards the church. Runners ran a one-mile loop
around the Arlington Reservoir before joining the
walkers on the bike path. The weather was beautiful, and the course was well marked (thanks Amy!).
I ran with the slowest runners until I caught up with
83-year old Uncle Earl and my dad.

One official who everyone listened to;
As we crossed the finish line, the excitement
Darleen giving out her final race instructions,
and energy in the air was exactly what I had hoped
just before she and Dan yelled “Go!”
(Submitted Photo) for…family and friends chatted about their times

So, when I got engaged last year, I knew the
perfect way to kick off the big day – a Race to the
Chapel!! When I proposed the idea to family, I
encountered resistance from everyone…all except
my friend Amy. She immediately took my side and
we began to plan the race, ignoring the threats of
“You won’t get me to do that!” We decided to have
both a 5k run and a 2 mile walk after several family members indicated that they would walk but not
run. Dan (now my husband) and I sent out save the
dates six months in advance – not because we were
worried our guests would make other plans for the
weekend, but so that they would have plenty of time
to train!
As word spread through our families and
friends, the tune began to change and people started
getting excited about the race. A few weeks after we
sent out the save the date, I made the decision to be
the “sag” and come in last, after several of those on
the fence indicated that they were worried they’d
come in last. (This also calmed my mom’s fears
that I was going to sprain my ankle on my wedding
day). As more people signed up, more wanted to be
involved (plus, we’d promised a race t-shirt!).
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and who beat whom as they enjoyed post-race refreshments provided by Dan’s parents (both volunteers). I later found out that Dan’s brother beat
him! My friend’s husband came in 3rd!

Happy? You betcha!
(Submitted Photo)
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WHAT IS A WOMAN TO WEAR
WHEN IT IS COLD OUT BUT SHE ISN’T?

By Susan Russo
Okay, so I’ve described to you my typical winter
Whoever said M stands for Marathon wasn’t a
wardrobe and it is pretty adequate anywhere from
woman having a hot flash during a run. M stands
about 45 degrees down to 35 degrees. Anything
for Menopause. M stands for Misery. M stands for
colder, I just add more layers. I don’t usually have
Magma. M stands for Molten. I’m running out of M
to wear gloves until around 30 degrees. Real small words for hot. How about just plain Hot! Hot! Hot!
window here, 35 degrees, no gloves, 30 degrees,
Here it is freezing out, wind chill factor down in the
nothing works. How come layering works for my
sub-arctic regions and I start to have a private Cabody but not my fingers? Liners and mittens, no!
ribbean vacation. Where can I go on this run? Let’s
Liners and gloves, no! Mittens, no! Gloves, no! It
see, I think I’ll try Jamaica for a few minutes then
just doesn’t matter what I put on, my fingers will
I’ll run on over to the Virgin Islands. I hear Puerto
still be numb and frozen. They are like 10 little digit Rico is nice this time of year. On a really long run, I
popsicles, all one flavor – cherry red.
can make it all the way down to Grenada and back,
no sweat (sorry couldn’t pass that one up). I can’t
At the beginning of my runs I have to deal with believe it. I’m so hot I’m dying but guess what? I
a lot of things. I have to get into my rhythm. I have can’t shed the layers fast enough because my fingers
to get out of sight of my house so I won’t be tempted are too frozen. Ever tried working a zipper with
to bag it and go back home. I have to thaw out my
mittens on? It takes awhile. Off go the mittens, the
popsicles, yada, yada, yada. All of these issues gen- tops, the hats. Nothing is sacred.
erally tend to work themselves out within the first
15 minutes or so, except for the fingers, they never
So, if today, tomorrow, the next day you see a
thaw out. But then comes the really big problem.
crazy naked woman wearing mittens running past,
It’s this timing thing that I just can’t work out.
be sure to wave. It just might be me.

Do You Have What it Takes
to Look
“SMAC-ing Good?”

SMAC
Socks!
2pr./$10

Well, feast your eyes on the latest SMAC gear!
Get ready to race in club colors!
Contact Cathy at <rccathy@comcast.net>
or Chuck at <rcchuck@comcast.net>
for details!

(Contd. from Previous Page)
Later that night at the reception we handed out
race awards. All of the children who participated
received medals. The photographer even brought
group photos to the reception!
I have to say, the race was one of the best moments of the wedding day, and we definitely accomplished my goal – to get people to understand why
I think running races is fun – and to perhaps get a
few people hooked (and I think I did!). It was great.
Running races is fun and exciting! And now, maybe,
just maybe, my family agrees.
Writing from Easthampton, Darleen Buttrick
reports that her friend’s husband - the one who
ran this as his first 5k race - is now training for a
marathon! Darleen and Dan will likely be seeing
more of all of you out on the roads.
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We liked the
old batch
a lot,
but we like
the new ones
even
better!
They’re
yellow!
by
SockGuy

Also available
are SMAC racing
uniforms by ASICS
Singlet
(in SMAC yellow
with black logo)
$25
Shorts
(in black with
white SMAC logo)
$25
Both come in
Men’s & Women’s
sizes
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Don’t
Look Back...
Someone
Might Be
Gaining
On You!

Carol Ball of Greenfield
(not a member yet, but
we’re working on her!)
would like someone to run
with, but doesn’t need this
kind of company! Ball was
running “sweeper” in the
Sleighbell 4-Miler on February 9. The race officials
were - clearly - ready for
any contingency!

Support Your Local Race - and Racers!

Dave Martula
P.O. Box 379
Hadley, MA 01035

SMAC

